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Programme

This programme is still subject to change although changes should now be minor.

Pre-conference sessions and events
These sessions and special events are not part of the main conference registration. All are limited in
numbers and require separate booking. In some cases there is an extra cost to cover our expenses.
See each listing for booking availability
10.00 - 15.00

Legacies of innovation: Dartington and Fingle led by the Woodland Trust's
Dave Rickwood
A tour of Fingle Woods with a view to its historical significance as an early
20thC experimental woodland site connected to the Dartington Experiment
and a look at how the forest's re-shaping is a continuing experimentation
that looks ahead to 21stC forestry and beyond. Cost includes lunch and
transportation from Dartington.
[BOOK HERE] £15.00

10.30 - 13.00

Forest Bathing Sessions with Nature & Wellbeing Collective BOOK HERE
An experiential workshop exploring the health and wellness benefits of
forest bathing. Spending mindful time in nature can improve your life —
physically, emotionally, and creatively. Three sessions will run in parallel,
each with two ANFT Forest Therapy guides. Read more and BOOK HERE £35

13.30 - 15.00

Tours of the Agroforestry research site on the Dartington estate with Martin
Crawford
Agroforestry is the growing of both trees and agricultural / horticultural
crops on the same piece of land. This tour takes you around the 24-year old
2-acre forest garden at Dartington now considered to be an archetype.
There will be an afternoon session starting at 13.30. Sorry, Fully Booked
You can purchase a copy of Martin's seminal book on Forest Gardening here.

Throughout the event
The FILM PROGRAMME runs all day Thursday and Friday in Studio 3. Read more about the film
programme

a

An audio SOUNDSCAPE by David Clarke is available to listen to at any time by following this link Duet
of the SoArWing
The Evolving the Forest EXHIBITION runs throughout the event at various sites across the estate.
Parts of the exhibition remain open until the end of August.
TRADE SHOW showcasing both commercial and non-commercial projects and organisations will be
open throughout the event.

Wednesday, 19 June
Great Hall (except as noted)
14.30

Registration
(Tea/coffee)

15.45

Welcomes: Sir Harry Studholme; Rhodri Samuel; Andrew Woods, President of RFS;
Jez Ralph, Timber Strategies

15.55
16.00 to
17.00
17.00 to

Welcome and Housekeeping: Jez Ralph
Keynote 1: Prof Fiona Stafford; Why Trees Matter
Tickets are available to non-delegates BOOK HERE
White Hart Bar open for pre dinner drinks

18.30
18.30

The Tilhill Forestry Gala Dinner [pre-booking essential, by Thursday June 13
(delegates only)]

20:00

Presentation of the James Cup for the best article in the Quarterly Journal of
Forestry 2018. Awarded to Jonathan Spencer

20.05

A Marking of Centenary of Forestry Commission followed by
A Conversation with Sir Harry Studholme, Beccy Speight and Piers Taylor chaired
by Prof Gabriel Hemery (Sylva Foundation).
Tickets are available to non-delegates BOOK HERE

21.45

Session ends; Bar remains open until 23.00

Thursday, 20 June
THROUGHOUT

The ART EXHIBITION runs throughout the conference; the FILM PROGRAMME runs
throughout Thursday and Friday.
An audio soundscape by David Clarke is available to listen to at any time by following
this link Duet of the SoAring
TRADE SHOW showcasing both commercial and non-commercial projects and
organisations
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Development Greater London
Authority Prof
Alan Simson,
Professor of
Landscape
Architecture and
Urban Forestry,
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University Helen
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Postgraduate
research
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for
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University Nick
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Forest Bathing for
Wellbeing An
experiential
workshop exploring
the health and
wellness benefits of
forest bathing. How
spending mindful
time in nature can
improve your life —
physically,
emotionally, and
creatively. Heather
weaves her personal
transformation
story and scientific
evidence with
exercises/discussion
for a compelling
workshop.
Sorry, fully booked
13.15

LUNCH

14.15

The Launch of the Dartington Forest Manifesto, followed by
The Royal Forestry Society's NDG James Memorial Lecture:
Prof Kathy Willis CBE/ The framing of the UK's Forests: past, present and future.
Open to general public, non-delegates can BOOK HERE
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footprint

human
species often
seen as a
plague rather
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This panel
discussion
centres on
the
importance of
rebuilding
this ancient
relationship,
in particular
for our
children and
young people.
Invited guests
include Roger
Worthington
from Forestry
England, AnnMarie
Culhane, an
artist who
works within
the natural
environment
in sociallyinclusive
ways, Mark
Renouard
(CEO
EarthWrights),
and Chris
Salisbury,
Director of
Wildwise.

17.30

Jenny Pickerill
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writing and
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18.00

Sessions close

18.30

Launch and celebration of Oliver Rackham's Ancient Woods of Helford River.

19.15

Supper (buffet) [BOOKING REQUIRED]

20.30

Screening of Arcadia - Barn Cinema programmed as part of

Soundart Radio

the Evolving Forest Fringe. Book tickets directly from the

TIMES TBC

Barn Cinema, but contact us first for a delegate discount
code for tickets at £5.00 each (usual price £9.00)
21.15

Starting around 20.30 we begin a special evening at The Nest
in Dartington's North Wood - open to the public. This will
include a performance of Tom Marshman's acclaimed We
need to talk about Bambi (details and booking TBA), a storytelling event from Chris Salisbury (details TBA) meanders, a
campfire and a bar - all set in a beautiful and magical
woodland site. At around 21.45 we begin a poetry slam with a
number of guest poets (details TBA).
Conference delegates do not need to book - all are welcome.
Tickets will be available to the general public at a cost of £8.
Booking coming soon.

21.45

'Nightpaddle' a canoe paddle along the river as night falls and the night creatures
emerge. nightpaddle is a bookable event with limited numbers BOOK HERE £35

22.00

The bar at The Nest will remain open
until about 23.00; the White Hart Bar
will also be open until 23.00.

23.45

Overnight sit by the River Dart
[BOOKING REQUIRED]

Friday, 21 June
THROUGHOUT

The ART EXHIBITION runs throughout the conference; the FILM PROGRAMME runs throughout
Thursday and Friday. An audio SOUNDSCAPE by David Clarke is available to listen to at any time
by following this link Duet of the SoAring
TRADE SHOW showcasing both commercial and non-commercial projects and organisations
The Great Hall

Studio 1

5.00

Midsummer dawn silent listening / dawn chorus

9.00

Registration (Tea/coffee)

9.15

PLENARY: Housekeeping
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Elsewhere
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Being here: from
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Sorry, fully booked
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World Tree, the
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John Bruce
Resilience - forest
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issues facing Thetford
Forest which shows
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create a planning
document. Followed
by a hands-on
workshop working as
a group.
Sorry, fully booked
13.00

LUNCH

14.30

Facilitated discussion / closing event

15.30

END

Saturday June 22
On Saturday June 22, the Dartington Hall Trust will run a number of forest-focused events for families and young
people about the innovative work happening on the estate’s woodland. There will be an opportunity to take a tour
of the forestry and agroforestry and hear more about the future plans for forest innovation. Full details
and booking can be found here.
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